Worksheet 9. Using nouns as adjectives

Check all possible completions.

1. Mom baked a delicious apple _______.
   □ tree           □ pie           □ farm

2. I bought a new battery at a place that sells automobile _______.
   □ parts          □ licenses       □ accidents

3. My aunt and uncle have 1,200 chickens on their chicken _______.
   □ soup           □ farm          □ salad

4. John is a famous football _______.
   □ game           □ player         □ field

5. We bought a new kitchen _______.
   □ table          □ sink           □ bush

6. I read about the university _______.
   □ buildings      □ students       □ professors

7. There are serious problems with the city _______.
   □ streets        □ traffic        □ government

8. I like summer _______.
   □ weather        □ vacation       □ rivers

9. Yes, I know the office _______.
   □ building       □ manager       □ farm

10. Do you have a new computer _______?
    □ problem        □ desk          □ screen